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STUDENT CHAIR

The Tutor student chair 1035 is a durable general-purpose chair 
designed for learning environment use. Thanks to its clear and 
modern design and excellent ergonomics, it is suitable for both 
basic and adult education, and many other uses.
Available with upholstered seat.

Tutor student chairs meet the requirements of the EU standard.

Width
Depth
Height

460 mm
440 / 500 mm 
680 – 870 mm  depending on seating 
height

Design Raimo Räsänen 

Tutor chair1035

Seat and backrest   Natural beech or ash, stained beech or ash
with Isku standard colors or laminate (white, 
black, light or dark grey, birch, beech, oak).

Seat upholstery         ISKU standard fabrics.
Metal Frame             ISKU standard metal colours.
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Datasheet

1035 with upholstered seat

Tutor 1035, 3-5

7(510)
6(460)
5(430)

5(430)
4(380)
3(350)

Tutor 1035, 5-7

1035 with laminate seat

5(760)
4(710)
3(680)

7(870)
6(820)
5(760)
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STUDENT CHAIR

Tutor is a durable work chair designed for learning environments. Its 
diverse adjustment possibilities guarantee that each user is sure to 
find a good and ergonomic working position. The Tutor work chair 
meets the needs of both basic education and adult education. It is 
also perfect for laboratories and industrial use.

Available with antimicrobial materials.

Width
Depth
Height
Seat height

600mm ( seat width 400mm, with upholstery 410mm)
600mm (seat depth 460-570mm)
780-910mm / 920-1170mm with footring
390-500mm / 520-750mm with footring

Seat and backrest    Natural beech or ash, stained beech or ash with 
Isku standard colors or laminate (white, 
black, light or dark grey, birch, beech, oak).

Seat upholstery          ISKU standard fabrics.
Crossbase Aluminium or grey.

Design Raimo Räsänen 
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Pads, standard gas spring Wheels, standard gas spring Pads, footring, high gas spring

Seat height 390-500mm Seat height 390-500mm Seat height 520-750mm Suspendable
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